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BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
Throe years manfatQiy 
Gun bill strict 
by Erin Eimont 
staff reporter 
Persons who commit a felony with 
the tee of a gun, or who have a gun 
accessible to them at the time of the 
crime will receive an additional three 
year sentence, according to a new 
state sentencing bill. 
This section of the bill, which be- 
came effective Jan. 5, is designed to 
deter crime, Wood County Common 
Pleas Judge Donald DeCessna said. 
"We want to warn criminals that if 
you have a gun - watch out!" he said. 
The mandatory three year sentence 
is actual jail time for which no sus- 
pension or probation time is allowed, 
he said. 
"It (the bill) really tacks on time," 
be said. "The three year sentence 
must be served before any other sen- 
tence." 
He explained that if a person was 
caught breaking and entering with a 
gun, whether it was used during the 
crime or not, he would have to serve a 
three year sentence for having a 
firearm, and then he would serve time 
for the breaking and entering charge. 
DeCessna said the minimum sen- 
tence for breaking and entering is six 
months. If an individual was given the 
minimum sentence, under the new 
bill he would be required to serve 
three years and six months. 
"I would like to think that (this bill) 
will help deter serious crime," Wood 
County Common Pleas Judge Gale 
Williamson said. 
"I doubt whether it will reduce the 
amount of murders, but it will reduce 
the amount of robberies." 
BOTH DECESSNA and Williamson 
said they believe public discontent 
over the amount of crime resulted in 
the bill being passed. 
"Number one, the general public is 
for it, and number two, the gun enthu- 
siasts are for it," DeCessna said. 
The public really wants the bill, 
according to Williamson, since they 
see it as a way to put criminals in jad 
and keep them off the street. 
The other two sections of the bill 
will be put into effect in March and 
June respectively, he said. 
"The bill that takes effect in June, 
will have the greatest impact," he 
said, adding that "this section will 
involve new classifications of aggra- 
vated crimes and many, many 
changes in sentencing." 
Williamson added the changes will 
increase the amount of prisoners in 
the jails. 
"Certainly, no question about it, 
there will be an affect on the backlog 
of those in jail and in the penitentiary. 
One escape valve would be to return 
those who have committed less se- 
rious crimes to the local jail to relieve 
tension on the penitentiary," he said. 
Drosophila! BG News Photo/Patrick Sandor 
Dr. Jong Yoon, The director of the National Drosophila Species Resource Center located at the University, arranges some of 
the recent additions to the center's fruit fly collecton housed in the Life Sciences building. The University Is currently 
resposible for the worlds largest selection of fruit files, and leads the field in genetic research and documentation. 
Golden Fleece' 
WASHINGTON (AP) -Sen. Wil- 
liam   Proxmire   has   given   his 
•Golden Fleece of the Month" 
award to the General Services Ad- 
ministration for "wasting $1.5 mil- 
lion" trying to renovate a railroad 
station in Nashville, Term, for fed- 
eral offices. 
The Wisconsin Democrat said in 
a prepared statement "this project 
has survived budget cuts despite 
evidence that costs were underesti- 
mated and the space was un- 
needed." 
Richard Haase, commissioner of 
public buildings for the GSA, said 
yesterday the project has been on 
lold for a year. 
Inside 
-Bridal   clothes   make   fashion 
waves. See Page 3. 
-Summer job outlook bleak. See 
Page 4. 
Weather 
Cloudy with a chance of rain or ■now today and tonight. High 42 
and low tonight 25. 
Celeste avoids utility shutoffs, extends payment aid 
COLUMBUS (AP) - GOT. Richard 
Celeste moved yesterday to avoid 
what he said could be "an avalanche" 
of utility shutoffs after the state-or- 
dered moratorium against them ex- 
pires March 31. 
Celeste said emergency aid pro- 
vided under the Home Energy Assis- 
tance Program will also expire on 
that date. 
"This coincidence of dates has cre- 
ated the potential for thousands of 
utility shutoffs occuring shortly after 
the moratorium ends, with no chance 
for customers to use HEAP emer- 
gency funds," Celeste said. 
In an attempt to avoid that, the 
governor: 
- Ordered emergency help under 
the HEAP program to be extended for 
six weeks until May IS. 
- Ordered that $10 million to $13 
million in funds not spent for the 
regular HEAP program be placed 
into the emergency fund for use from 
April 1 to May IS. 
- Added to the emergency fund $3 
million of the $7 million from the oil 
overcharge settlement which Ohio 
received from the U.S. Department of 
Energy. 
"These actions will prevent many 
individuals from being shut off and 
give needed time to others," Celeste 
said. 
But be said thousands of families 
would face problems even after the 
emergency money has run out. He 
said it was imperative for consumers 
and utility companies to develop rea- 
sonable payment plans for the bal- 
ance of unpaid bills. 
"I will be giving the closest atten- 
tion to the negotiations on reasonable 
payment plans because I do not want 
to find myself in a situation where I 
have to consider extending the mora- 
torium because common agreements 
could not be achieved," Celeste said. 
Utility executives have blamed the 
moratorium for a sharp increase in 
the number of account delinquencies 
this winter. Celeste said consumers 
may not have understood their re- 
sponsibilities under the ban on shut- 
offs. 
"I think many people who don't 
have the money feel that the mora- 
torium was forgiveness," Celeste 
said. "(They) don't understand that 
there needs to be a good faith effort to 
do what they can to pay their utility 
bills in order to qualify for assistance 
At the same time, Celeste said the 
state i» not "a collection agency for 
utility companies." He said many 
people find it difficult to pay their 
utility bills even in a relatively mild 
winter. 
Only part of the $7 million oil over- 
charge money will be used for emer- 
gency HEAP grants. 
Another $3 million will be pumped 
into the development department's 
Home Weatherization Assistance Pro- 
gram. And $1.17 million will be used to 
expand the state's involvement in 
energy conservation. 
School of technology earns accreditation 
by Ada Spyker 
reporter 
The University's school of technol- 
ogy was rated superior by the Na- 
tional Association of Industrial 
Technology for being the best in its 
field compared with other technology 
programs across the country. 
The school has been awarded a four 
year accreditation by NATT. 
Dr. Jerry Streichler, director of the 
school of technology, said the accredi- 
tation means the faculty is effective in 
preparing the students in different 
technological fields. 
"It does give them (the students) 
an edge in the job market because 
more employers are asking about 
accreditation," Streichler said. 
"There is a sizable demand for our 
graduates." 
The majority of the school's stu- 
dents are reluctant to enroll in the 
educational field of technology, 
Streichler added. Of the 700 technol- 
Emajors, only about SO of them 
a career in education, preferring 
ad to specialize in areas like 
construction, design, electronics, in- 
dustrial environment, industrial 
training, manufacturing, visual com- 
munication and aerotechnology. 
STREICHLER feels the conditions 
of work are the main reasons for this. 
"They have negative perceptions 
about working in the public schools," 
Streichler added. 
In other fields there is the opportu- 
nity to earn at least $20,000 per year in 
their first job. 
Realizing that the needs of technol- 
ogy are rapidly changing, Streichler 
From solitary cabin to county seat 
by Joe Gray 
assistant copy editor 
Elisha Martindale in 1834 built a 
cabin on a sand ridge located on 
land now across the street from 
Conneaut Elementary School, Lyle 
Fletcher, former physical geog- 
raphy professor at the University 
and co-founder of the Wood County 
Historical Society, said last week. 
Martindale had bought the 40- 
acre plot of land a year before from 
the government for $1.25 an acre. 
"In the fall of 1833 he (Martin- 
dale) put up two ricks (stacks) of 
hay." Fletcher said. "He came 
back next year and Indians had 
burned it" 
But Martindale built bis cabin 
anyway and became the first set- 
tler In what is now Bowling Green. 
In the fall of 1834 other settlers 
followed Martindale, building their 
cabins on the many sand ridges in 
the area because most of Wood 
County was covered by water 
much of the year. Known as the 
Black Swamp, the area was vir- 
tually a lake in wet weather; only 
daring summer did it dry up. 
ACCORDING TO "Bowling 
Green, Ohio: Evolution and Func- 
tion" (June, 1960) by G. Rex Hen- 
rickson, the Bowling Green area 
was one of the last to be settled in 
Ohio. Its swamp-covered lands dis- 
couraged even the Indians in the 
area who only used the forested, 
watery lands for hunting. 
People who settled in the Black 
Swamp area built their log cabins, 
cemeteries and churches on sand 
ridges created more than 10,000 
fears ago by glacial Lake Warren, 
letcher said. The lake once cov- 
ered Northwest Ohio and left sand 
ridges as it retreated into present 
Lake Erie. These ridges were 
dryer than the surrounding 
swamps and settlers concentrated 
their homes on them. 
"There's a few (sand ridges) 
scattered around that are still 
standing," Fletcher said. Sand 
Ridge Road follows one of these, 
and Oak Grove Cemetery was built 
on one. A sand hill once located 
near Lehman and South Enterprise 
streets was used in 1911 to fill 
Eies that were dug for the 
factories numerous in town in 
ite 1880s. 
By   1834  enough  people  had 
moved into the area to make postal 
stops necessary. 
''People began to flock to these 
nobs (sand ridges) in the 1830s 
from mid-Atlantic and New En- 
gland states," Fletcher said. 
A POST office at the north end of 
town - between present Merry and 
Main streets - was named Bowling 
Green on March 12, 1834, after a 
suggestion from Joseph Gordon, 
who had the U.S. mail route from 
Bellefontaine to Penysburg. Gor- 
don liked the town of Bowling 
Green, Ky. Since the growing set- 
tlement in Ohio resembled that 
town, he suggested it be given the 
same name. 
According to Fletcher, there was 
a long flat ridge north of Bowling 
Green that also influenced the 
name decision. The ridge was (jailed the Green Encampment be- 
cause it had been used as a camp 
during the War of 1812 by General 
Hull as he and his army passed 
through the site of the present city 
on their way to a loss to the British 
at Detroit. 
The ridge began near what is 
now the corner of Ridge and North 
Main streets and extended north 
two miles. It was a high timberless 
field that resembled a bowling 
green, according to Henrickson. 
"I think that contributed a great 
deal to the idea that Joseph Gordon 
had - all this greenery," Fletcher 
said. 
Settlement still concentrated on 
the sand ridges and nobs in the 
area because of the Black Swamp, 
but in 1859 swamp drainage began. 
At first the settlers had trouble 
with drainage because the ditches 
had no order. 
"They (farmers) Individually, 
privately began to drain," Fletcher 
said "Where did they drain it (the 
water) to? Of course onto their 
neighbors farms." 
THE STATE legislature stepped 
in to provide order. A farmer would 
contract to dig two or three miles of 
drainage ditch along his farm. The 
next fanner would pick It up at his 
farm. The state paid them for their 
work. 
"They used a horse and plow and 
hand scoops," Fletcher explained, 
adding that the horse pulled the 
Me FLETCHER, page 6 
keeps in close contact with an advi- 
sory board of business, industry and 
government representatives. The 
school of technology, in order to meet 
these demands, recently has devel- 
oped new courses in computer-aided 
design, computer-aided manufactur- 
ing and robotics. 
Cooperative education experiences 
have been developed through connec 
see TECHNOLOGY page 6 
Police officers hole up 
suspect in marshal killings 
HEATON, N.D. (AP) - About 100 
police officers, using a National 
Guard armored personnel carrier and 
firing tear gas. stormed a farmhouse 
Tuesday in a futile search for a "fa- 
natic" tax protester suspected of kill- 
ing two U.S. marshals. 
"We have searched the house and 
there is no evidence of the fugitive in 
there," said FBI agent Richard H. 
Blay. He declined to say whether 
authorities found evidence that Kahl 
had spent any time in the house since 
the slayings Sunday. 
Authorities using a bullhorn 
pleaded with the suspect, 63-year-old 
Gordon Kahl, to surrender, but there 
was no reply. 
"In view of the stories we've heard 
about him, be is obviously heavily 
armed and be knows bow to use 
them," said FBI agent Richard H. 
Blay. "There is no way we can be 
over-cautious with this type of indi- 
vidual." 
The search focused on the farm 
when officers spotted tracks leading 
out of a grove of trees across the road. 
The tracts led to a car which authori- 
ties said was stolen at scene of Sun- 
day's shootout 
Kahl, 63 described as a member of 
a paramilitary group called Posse 
Comitatus, had vowed to friends and 
acquaintances not to be taken alive. 
'I'm not going to let them take me 
again," Kahl was quoted as saying 
shortly before he got into a shootout 
with U.S. marshals who tried to arrest 
him for violating probation imposed 
in a 1977 tax evasion case. 
Another man suspected in the slay- 
ings, Scott Faul, 29, of Harvey, was 
arrested Monday night in nearby Fes- 
senden, N.D., said U.S. Attorney Rod- 
ney Webb. Four others, including 
Kahl's wife and son, were arrested 
earlier on federal murder charges. 
FBI agents, sheriff's deputies and 
police officers late Monday began 
searching the 320-acre farm where 
Kahl used to live and his son now 
lives. Darkness and fog prevented 
them from reaching the house, 
according to Dick Hickman, a Crime 
Bureau agent from Williston. 
Officers called Wes Arnold, who had 
laid carpet in the home last summer, 
to give them with a layout of the 
bouse. He said he gave them the best 
sketch he could from memory. Arnold 
also said the officers told him they 
had tried to telephone Kahl but re- 
ceived no answer. 
Reporters were kept about a mile 
from the farmhouse. 
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One federal judge 
showed some sense 
Judge Henry Werker deserves to be congratulated for his 
common sense. 
Monday, the U.S. district judge from New York blocked the 
enforcement of regulations requiring that parents be notified 
when teenagers receive prescription contraceptives from 
government-financed clinics. Werker issued the injunction 
on the basis that "the plaintiffs will suffer irreparable harm 
from the operation of the regulations." 
The News agrees with the judge for several reasons. 
• Research on sexuality shows that by the age of 18, slightly 
over half of the American population is sexually active. 
• Of the sexually active, the great majority do not use a 
reliable method of birth control (so why punish the few who 
are intelligent enough to seek it?) 
• Over a million teens become pregnant each year with over 
half giving birth to the child (the others attain an abortion, or 
miscarry) 
• 95 percent of those who deliver will keep their babies -single 
or married 
If these are the statistics when federally funded birth 
control is made available to teens, we wonder what the 
figures will be if federally-funded contraceptives are not 
made available to those under 18. 
In Judge Werker's preliminary injunction, he cited statis- 
tices stating that teens polled said regardless of the decision 
on the regulations, their sexual behavior would not change. 
Those polled also overwhelmingly said they would not seek 
federally-funded contraception for fear of their parents 
reactions, and that they can not afford the services of a 
private physician. 
The end result of the "squeal rule" would be increased 
pregnancies, increased abortions and increased welfare 
costs. 
We commend Judge Werker, and hope other district judges 
will show the same common sense. 
Defense policy makers 
must exercise caution 
Adapting Churchill's phrase, the 
defense issue is a puzzle wrapped in a 
quandary inside, a syndrome. To 
reach a clear view of it means finding 
COMMENTARY 
by Max Lerner 
an answer to the economic question of 
guns-or-butter. Even more it means 
clarifying the political-moral question 
of whether we must break with it 
toward some form of nuclear disar- 
mament. 
In a deep sense these are the prime 
questions of our time, on which the 
freedom and survival of human civili- 
zation may depend. 
We are in danger, to start with, of 
letting genuine differences over de- 
fense policy cascade into a caricature 
of Ronald Reagan's defense policy 
makers. Theodore White's recent pro- 
file of his former Harvard classmate, 
Caspar Weinberger, is a good correc- 
tive to the dehumanizing of the de- 
fense secretary as a monster ready to 
incinerate the world on the altar of his 
militarist passion. I believe Wein- 
berger lacks the flexibility and politi- 
cal skill of Clark Clifford, one of his 
predecessors, or of Paul Nitze who is 
currently Reagan's missile negotiator 
in Geneva. I wish Nitze were heading 
defense. But Weinberger bases him- 
self on some rock-bottom fact about 
the Soviet military buildup, and the 
decrease in the percentage of the 
American budget allotted to defense. 
He shares Reagan's vision of a mas- 
sive effort to acheive parity with the 
Soviet Union. It is Reagan who must 
assume responsibility for the vision. 
The guns-or-butter issue is one of 
those over-used and under-thought 
concepts which fails to reach the 
heart of the matter. If Reagan's de- 
fense thesis is right politically and 
morally, then the economic means 
must somehow be found. If it is wrong 
then the question of expenditures be- 
comes irrelevant. 
It isn't a matter of figures but of 
substance. There may well be defense 
contracts on which the cost overruns 
are steep and the hardware itself a 
desirable luxury but not a necessity. 
If so, let them be sloughed-off. The 
notion the defense industries don't 
provide employment is patently an 
idiocy. They provide as much as any 
other industry does. 
The real question lies elsewhere 
with how valid the Reagan-Wein- 
berger estimate of the danger is. 
Weinberger, as an admirer of Chur- 
chill, clearly feels Churchill's stub- 
born call for British rearming in the 
face of Hitler's deadly challenge is a 
parallel to what is happening today 
with the Soviet Union. 
But is it? If we could know for 
certain it would be easier to adopt the 
Weinberger budget, and his plans for 
matching the Russians in the '80s and 
'90s. But we don't know, and therein 
lies the agony of decision. For if 
Weinberger is wrong, if the historical 
parallel Is no parallel, if the Russians 
are not mad enough to light the world 
conflagration, then the cost of his 
wrongness would be immeasurable. 
Before we can take a gamble one 
way or the other we must distinguish 
between defense readiness and nego- 
tiating posture. No one can fault the 
need for adequate defense readiness. 
But in a lethal nuclear situation, when 
the escalation in both camps could 
lead to an unthinkable war, a defense 
buildup on the Weinberger scale 
needs moral validations. 
It can get such validation only by an 
American negotiating stand like the 
one that Paul Nitze took in his walk- 
in-the-woods with his Soviet coun- 
terpart. That is why our judgment on 
the buildup must await further light 
on how authenic the resolve of Rea- 
gan and Weinberger is for flexible 
arms reduction. 
Max Lerner writes for the Los An- 
geles Times Syndicate. 
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Andropov plays political chess 
That Russians play chess while 
Americans favor poker is an old truth 
that has recently acquired new force. 
For Yori Andropov is making a series 
COMMENTARY 
By Joseph Kraft 
iiliiiiVrtWrVh. - aiiiif-s 
of bold moves that improve his 
chances of taking big pieces later on. 
The Reagan administration, by con- 
trast, came to office declaring its high 
cards. Now it has to send top officials 
scurrying around the world to sustain 
a bid that looks increasingly like a 
bluff. 
The Andropov gambit finds striking 
expression in a couple of internal 
actions. Ten days ago he visited a 
factory and declared that higher 
wages depended on more work. A few 
days later his regime increased 
prices on a broad range of wholesale 
and retail items. 
The need for higher prices and 
more work has long been obvious to 
most Soviet economists. But Leonid 
Brezhnev, though he paid lip service 
to those aims, never moved. Andro- 
pov is taking action. Unless there is 
elitical obstruction, the results will 
a more buoyant Soviet economy. 
A similar approach characterizes 
the Andropov foreign policy. In Eu- 
rope, the new leader has concentrated 
on preventing a projected deployment 
of 572 modernized American nuclear 
missiles in West Germany and other 
allied countries. At arms control talks 
with the U.S. in Geneva, the Russians 
have offered to draw down their stock 
of some 300 modernized missiles (the 
SS-20s) to 162 - the combined number 
of French and British missiles - pro- 
vided the American deployment was 
canceled. 
Coupled with that offer was the 
Soviet threat to make life miserable 
for West Germany if the American 
deployment moved forward. So the 
carrot and the stick are now held out 
to the Germans. The result could be a 
setback in the elections on March 6 for 
the government of Chancellor Helmut 
Kohl, who favors the deployment. If 
so, Moscow will have achieved a big 
gain and at no cost. But even if Kohl is 
elected, the Russians can always 
come through with an offer that im- 
proves upon the proposal to go down 
to 162 SS-20s. Thus Moscow remains in 
good position to draw the West Euro- 
peans away from the United States. 
In dealing with China, the Andropov 
regime is pursuing talks for im- 
provement of relations that began 
under Brezhnev. Moscow has repeat- 
edly underlined that it would not 
discuss any Chinese claims on terri- 
tory taken from the old emperors by 
the czars. Only two weeks ago, the 
Russians made the point anew, and 
the Chinese acquiesced. 
The subjects under discussion in the 
Sino-Soviet talks involve concessions 
by Russia - a reduction of Soviet 
troops on the Chinese border; an 
easing of Vietnamese pressure on 
China's protegee in Kampuchea; and 
a withdrawal from Afghanistan. So 
far. Moscow baa shown no give on any 
of these items. But if Andropov feels a 
sharp need to win over Peking, or to 
prevent a resumption of Sino-Ameri- 
can cooperation, he has some pawns 
available for sacrifice. 
The Reagan administration, in 
dealing with these moves, has had to 
run to stand still. It came to office 
talking up a tough line against the 
Russians. In pursuit of that stance the 
administration proposed an immense 
ntsnKEv 
military buildup. It also moved to 
buttress West European resistance to 
Russia, and to support, because of 
their anti-Communist record, such 
countries as Taiwan. 
But that posture has proved bard to 
sustain. In this country, budgetary 
pressures have built growing senti- 
ment for an easing in military out- 
lays. Already it is clear that drastic 
revisions will be necessary if a vital 
program - the MX missile - is going to 
escape the congressional ax. 
In Europe, though American 
statements provoked widespread fear 
of nuclear holocaust. These apprehen- 
sions have been played up by the 
Russians and others. Vice President 
George Bush was sent over at the 
beginning of this month to reassure 
edgy Europeans. He apparently has 
succeeded, and there now seems to be 
a better chance that Chancellor Kohl 
can pull through in the March 6 elec- 
tions. But in the process Bush has 
applied a softening of the original 
American position - the so-called zero 
option - in the Geneva arms control 
talks. 
In Asia, American support for Tai- 
wan has alienated elements in the 
Chinese government of Deng Xiaping. 
Secretary of State George Shultz went 
to Peking last week to mend fences. 
The Chinese, while continuing to as- 
sail the U.S. publicly on Taiwan, 
apparently expressed in private a 
desire to Improve relations with the 
Reagan administration. But that de- 
pends on the ability of Shultz to mod- 
erate the itch of the Reagan 
administration to send large batches 
of advanced weapons to Taiwan. 
A net assessment of all this is not 
hard to make. While President Rea- 
gan struggles to shore up a bid that is 
increasingly less credible, General 
Secretary Andropov keeps advancing 
to positions thatgive him more and 
more leverage. The United States, to 
be sure, could alter its strategy, and 
clearly the two Georges will be 
pressing for change when they return. 
But unless they succeed, unless there 
is a reformulation of basic strat 
the odds are that the chess player i 
outmaneuver the poker player. 
Joseph Kraft writes for the Los 
Angeles Times Syndicate. 
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Mac East painting 
quite Inconvenient 
It is a cold, dreary February eve- 
ning at Bowling Green State Univer- 
sity. Students are studying or taking 
their after-dinner naps all across 
campus. But wait! There is one dorm 
in a tiny corner of the campus in total 
chaos. Dozens of girls are tearing 
down their mazes of plaques ana 
posters on their walls, hauling their 
beds to the center of their tiny cubicle 
and swearing under their breath. Has 
the pressure of college finally taken 
its toll? The men in white coats are 
coming, but they're not from the local 
loony bin. They re the plasterers and 
painters, haunting the halls of Mac 
East and giving each resident a mi- 
graine headache! 
The main question everyone asks is 
"Why now? Why couldn't they wait 
until summer?'* Not only is it an 
inconvenience, not to mention a terri- 
ble smell to those living in Mac, but it 
is trouble for the men as well, since 
they struggle to paint amid the clutter 
collected in the room throughout the 
year. "Oh, but we're not bothered by 
it at all," they tried to convice one girl 
in the hall, who came back to her 
room to find her bedsheets completely 
torn. 
We shouldn't complain, though, if 
things are a bit untidy! After all, they 
work hard, long hours, swishing those 
paint brushes haphazardly, until their 
little fingers ache to the bone. Why, 
my poor little plasterer had had 
enough plastering by the time he got 
to my room! I came home from class 
to find him rummaging through my 
record albums. Since be had his back 
to me, I decided to walk in quietly, so 
as not to disturb him. I greeted him 
with a sudden hello, and he and one of 
my albums shot straight to the ceil- 
ing! I apologized for all of our clutter, 
and told him I realized how difficult it 
must be to plaster when he has to 
rummage through everything. 
Other plasterers have had a rough 
time, as well. Two of them decided to 
have a picnic in one girl's room, using 
her crate of food and enjoying her 
stereo while dining. Yes, the life of a 
plasterer is tough. 
When it's painting time, workers 
enjoy the early hours. Without any 
forewarning, the plasterers, now 
transformed into painters, started 
banging on doors at 8 a.m., yelling 
"Get out of bed, and out of the room, 
now! We're ready to paint!" Those 
who thought they had one precious 
day to sleep in were yanked out of 
their rooms and stood helpless out in 
the hallway, in their nightgowns. 
The plasterers and painters have 
turned McDonald Quad into a living 
nightmare. Girls are In desperate 
search for places to conceal their food 
and valuable possessions. At the faint 
sound of the paint cart rolling down 
the hall, girls flee into their rooms, 
and lock their doors in vain. If they 
haven't gotten you yet, you're the 
next name on their list. It is pathetic 
to think of all our dollars spent on 
college, when our rooms are being 
invaded by these paint demons. Be- 
ware to all who haven't been struck; 
as you're dressing in the morning and 
see your door knob turning - the 
plasterers and painters have arrived. 
Sandy Faan 
224 Mae Eaat 
Marine Corps letter 
says 'give up dreams' 
Today I again sorted through my 
pile of elaborate and colorful junk 
mail. One of the envelopes was royal 
blue and looked very important; after 
all it had a return address bearing the 
name of the U.S. Marine Corps. Writ- 
ten across the front of the envelope 
was the question: "Want to graduate 
with a future instead of lust a college 
degree?" The letter inside snowed me just what "future" the question was 
referring to, the Marines, since I have 
no interest in being a Marine, I must 
not have a future?? The letter further 
states that there are two types of 
college students: 1) Dreamers and 2) 
Realists. Realists, it states, are the 
ones who are going to be interested In 
the Marines. I guess Marines don't 
have dreams. 
A feeling of confusion about my 
future came over me after I finished 
reading the letter. I then began to 
wonder how the Marines acquired my 
name and address. The P.S. at the 
bottom of the letter said: "This letter 
is being sent to men whose names 
appear on lists of college students." 
Where do they get these lists? From 
the University? 
After giving up on those questions, 
the cost to the taxpayers came into 
mind. Stacks of these letters arrived 
at my residence hall, and surely other 
Jasper 
residence halls. The price for this 
mass mailing must have been tre- 
mendous. And for what? To get young 
men like myself to give up their 
dreams and become a realist, a Ma- 
rine, a "kind of man people look up 
too." Is this what taxpayers want 




Mortar Board Ball 
charitable event 
In regard to the many letters and 
phone calls that have been received 
about the First Annual Scholarship 
Ball, Mortar Board wishes to further 
explain its purpose and function. The 
Mortar Board Senior Honor Society, a 
service-oriented leadership group, is 
having its First Annual Scholarship 
Ball on March 5, 1983, In the Grand 
Ballroom from 6:30 p.m. to midnight. 
In order for a scholarship to be estab- 
lished in Mortar Board's name, $5,000 
must be raised. We are hoping to raise 
this money through a ball. 
At the ball theBGSU Lab Band will 
provide the big band music, and hors 
d'oeuvres will be served. A donation 
of $20 per couple is requested. Checks 
may be made payable to the BGSU 
Foundation, and sent to Room 306 
Student Services Building to make a 
reservation by Feb. 26. Formal dress 
is acceptable. 
Mortar Board is expecting a mini- 
mum of 600 people out of the adminis- 
tration, faculty, emeriti faculty, 
Mortar Board Alumni, Mortar 
Board's present members and their 
parents, and seniors with a GPA of 3.0 
or higher who are invited to attend. 
One must understand that Mortar 
Board had to limit the guest list at 
some point, and apologizes to all 
friends that have not received an 
invitation or have accidentally been 
overlooked. A limited number of addi- 
tional invitations are available for 
anyone interested in attending the 
ball. These may be gotten in Room 305 
of the Student Services Building. We 
look forward to seeing you at the ball! 
Susan Barqulil, Chair, 
Mortar Board Ball Commlttaa 
Endorsment of Celeste 
questioned by reader 
I hope you are now happy with your 
endorsement of Gov. Richard Celeste. 
Celeste promised to balance the bud- 
get of Ohio and that is exactly what he 
has set out to do. He intends to make 
cuts and raise taxes. Now don't get 
me wrong. I believe this state needs a 
balanced budget and the best method 
Is through cuts and taxes. However, 
Celeste has decided to cut primary 
and secondary education programs. 
How can a man who ran under a party 
that supports student loans cut educa- 
tion? Ohio is second in the United 
States as far as unemployment goes. 
Ohio will never recover if our children 
j educated so they can 
to a college level of educa- 
tion. It appalls me to think that a 
newspaper dedicated to students 
could have supported such a heartless 
man as Celeste. 
Our state's future lies within our 
public school system. If this system 
fails, then our state will fail. If Celeste 
cannot choose more appropriate pro- 
grams to cut (such as welfare fraud, 
in which estimated figures are stag- 
gering) then our state will suffer in 
the future. These levels of education 
are the bases for higher education and 
if these bases are not secure then 
higher education is not attainable. I 
hope Celeste and the BG News will 
use better judgment in the future. 
Scott Lamalr 
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Wedding fashions shown 
by Karrn Aehe 
reporter  
Valentine's Day, appropriately 
enough, was the date for the Fashion 
Merchandising Association's tradi- 
tional bridal fashion show in the 
Grand Ballroom of the Union. 
This year's theme for the bridal 
show was "The Look of Love." 
Michele Cloran, chair of the event, 
said the show was planned and run 
entirely by student members of FMA 
with the support of faculty advisors, 
Marjorie Miller and Mary Lee Glenn. 
She added plans were being made 
before the end of fall semester. 
To start the show, 17 different mem- 
bers modeled a variety of outfits in 
the bridal trousseau. Many of the 
garments were custom-made by the 
students in their classes. 
The second part of the show fea- 
tured models wearing bridesmaid, 
flower girl, and mother-of-the-bride 
Sowns, in addition to  12 wedding 
resses. 
The finale featured members of 
Glenn's family modeling the outfits 
worn in her son's August wedding. 
Following the display of the bridal 
party, a reception was held where 
wedding cake and punch were served 
Qoran said FMA holds the bridal 
fashion show not only as a service for 
brides-to-be, but also to give the mem- 
bers experience. 
FMA is open to all students. Its 
goals include monthly meetings with 
guest speakers, holding several fash- 
ion shows, and short field trips. The 
organization also sponsors a spring 
trip this year to Chicago. 
Many play intramurals 
by Tom Conklln 
reporter  
Intramural sports are a major part 
of recreation at most colleges and 
universities. Ours is no exception. 
According to Maurice Sandy, assis- 
tant director of University intramu- 
rals, 60 percent of men are involved in 
some type of the 21 intramural activ- 
ities available on campus. 
"A recent study was done compar- 
ing intramural athletics at each of the 
ten Mid-American Conference schools 
and the University ranked fifth in 
Srticipation of the top four sports: 
>tbafl, basketball, softball and vol- 
leyball," Sandy said. 
The intramural program achieved 
its ranking with only a $41,000 budget, 
he said. 
"Last year's budget was lower than 
any other school in the MAC," Sandy 
said, "yet we have considerable par- 
ticipation." 
He added. "We are fortunate be- 
cause the University pays for all of 
the program's maintenance costs, 
which includes the grooming ana 
limeing of the intramural fields, the 
gas for the tractors, the lights and 
lighting bills, not to mention the per- 
sonnel wages, whereas many other 
intramural programs must pay for 
their own maintenance costs. Thus 
their budgets are much higher." 
INTRAMURALS don't  stop with 
men, as most sports available to men 
are as easily accessible to women. 
According to Sue Hager, director of 
University intramurals, "In compari- 
son to other schools in the MAC, 
Bowling Green women's intramural 
program ranks first in overall partici- 
Stion with 45 percent of the women 
ing active compared to the 25-30 
Esrcent recorded at other universi- 
es." 
Basically, the rise of women's par- 
ticipation is because "women's ath- 
letic abilities are catching up with 
men due to the rise of interscholastic 
Sorts opportunities now available to 
em," Hager said. 
Hager and Sandy said one of the 
biggest problems this year will be the 
expected weather problems for the 
spring sports schedule. 
"Miami had difficulties last year 
with softball and they are about two 
weeks ahead of us in weather, so we 
are expecting problems," Sandy said. 
To counter-attack the possible 
weather problems Hager has come up 
with the Idea of "arctic softball." 
"THE GAME will be played with a 
fluorescent green softball to contrast 
the white snow, and some of the rules 
will be changed to shorten the game 
and keep it moving," Hager said. 
Another problem is the quality of 
officials used. 
"Training the officials and making 
them take the game seriously is a 
very difficult task. We have to get rid 
of the lackadaisical attitudes and 
upgrade the quality of the official," 
Hager said. 
Hager also is in charge of the Stu- 
dent Advisory Board. The board is 
comprised of seven female and four 
male students whose tasks include 
assisting with intramural program- 
ming, public relations work, decisions 
on team or player eligibility and the 
physical setup of all functions. The 
board is made up of a chairman, a 
vice chairman, public relations rep- 
resentative, secretary and photogra- 
pher. 
Although the board contributes to 
all decisions, "I have the final say," 
Hager said. "Yet I rarely go against 
their decision." 
To assist the board there are sports 
supervisors and official supervisors, 
who are paid by the University. 
"The great thing is that within a 
year we give approximately 200 stu- 
dents jobs, which means that about 60 
Krcent of the $41,000 budget goes 
ck to the students," Sandy said. 
These figures make the intramural 
program "the largest student- 
oriented activity on campus," Hager 
said. 
BG News Photo/Tim Tobln 
Jim Gerace and Marti Greene stroll down the aisle modeling some of the many bridal fashions presented 
Monday night at the "Look of Love" fashion show in the Grand Ballroom. 
TIRED OF 4 ROOMMATES? 
CALL US WE CM HELPII 
•ONE BEDROOM 
•CARPETED 
•AIR CONDITIONING- FREE! 
•GARBAGE DISPOSAL 




•9 OR 12 MONTH LEASES 
CALL US FOR EXACT ADDRESS!!! 
NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT 
336 S. MAIN 
352-5620 
MBA ? 




TIME TO PREPARE. 




SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 
For Information About Ottitr Csnttrs 
in Mora Than 105 Major US Cities t Abroad 
Outside NY State 
CALL TOLL FREE: M0-223-17I2 
3550 SECOR RD. 
SUITE 201 
TOLEDO, OH. 
OPEN 7 DAYS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE 
PIEDMONT APARTMENTS 
741 HIGH ST. 721 HIGH ST. 731 HIGH ST. 
820 8th St. 840 8th St. 
Open M-F 9-4:30 Open Sat 12-4 
MOW LEKSIHG FOR SUMMER I FILL 1983 
2 Bedroom Fully Furnished and Carpmtid 
•Food Waste Disposal*Bath and 1/2 
•Gas Heat-Landlord Pays 
•Qas Hot Water-Landlord Pays 
•Gas Range-Landlord Pays 
**"RESIDENT PAYS ELECTRIC (light only)*** 
•SPECIAL FEATURES* 
•Cablevision Available 'Patios and Balconies 
•Large Closet Space    'Soundproofing 
•9 or 12 Month Lease   * Plenty of Ample Parking 
'Laundry Facilities in Buildings 
CHERIYWOOI HEALTH IN 
Complate Facilities tor men and woman 
•Hydro-Spa Whirlpool •Indoor Heated Pool 
•Metos Sauna •Sun Lamp* 
•Showar Maaaaga -Newly Built 
•Complete Exerilce Equipment 
SPECIAL EXTRAS AT CHEHRYWOOD SPA 





Rental Office: 835 High St. 
WHAT:    Cross Country Ski Rac^Prediction Time) - 3.2 mile (5k) 
Added Extras: TOBOGGANING • we've got a few, feel free to bring your own. 
SNOW SCULPTURING - maximum 6 per group 
COZY BONFIRE - with hot chocolate and roasted marshmallows 
WHERE:   Golf Course hill (you can't miss itl) 
WHEN:  FEBRUARY 19th - 10am - 1pm (no snow date - February 26th same time!) 
Ski participants must register at 9:30 a*a 
WHY: 




' Snow Sculptures - You'll need to bring your own tools! 
(i.e. spoons, shovels. Buckets, etc..) 
* * Ski rental at low cost available at SRC and Fakon House 
'' * Skiing Participants: 
For more information please contact the SRC 
«c Sl°p 
FAST & MISS AD and their 
Friday and Saturday   SatlNCal  and  Silly SOngS   February 18 and 19 
^••••••••••••••** ** * A 
WANTED: 
MALE CONTESTANTS 




Entries must be received by March 7 
and can be obtained from Dr. Dunn. Sports Physiology lab 
r************************** 
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Faculty Senate reviews merit money 
Facultv merit pay policy 
and University financial 
affairs were topics on hand 
as the Faculty Senate con- 
vened yesterday. 
The senate reviewed rec- 
ommendations made by 
the Faculty Welfare Com- 
mittee on merit guidelines 
for the 1963-1984 year. The 
proposal makes recom- 
mendations for budgeting 
of monies including one 
suggestion that states "the 
total of the merit money 
will be determined by a 
fixed amount per continu- 
ing faculty member times 
the number of continuing 
faculty." 
The committee also rec- 
ommended that categories 
of "high, medium and low" 
should be established and 
that merit money will be- 
come a permanent part of 
the recipient's salary. 
.■■!■■       I        I   ■ 
MAKE THE TRADITION CONTINUE 
Join the 
'83 Senior Challenge Committee 
In making B.G.S.U. continue 
its tradition of excellence. 
We need volunteers to solicit during Senior 
Giving Week. If interested contact the 
Alumni Center at 2-2701 
FT. LAUDERDALE 
$159 
*8 days/7 nights deluxe hotel lodging on 
the strip in the heart of the action! 
* Welcome party with free refreshments 
* Complete program of optional 
activities and events 
L 
* All taxes and service 
charges. For information 
Call: Mary Jo 2-4691 
The senate discussed 
giving special emphasis to 
the topic of merit distribu- 
tion. 
The committee on finan 
dal affairs and budgeting 
presented to the body a 
system outline and sched- 
ule for the development of 
the University's operating 
budget plan. The system 
outlined Incorporates a 
three-year rolling budget 
plan developed from input 
by various department, 
school and program levels. 
A SECTION of the bud- 
get plan's outline, dealing 
with the capital budget 
planning, calls for each 
college and non-academic 
area to prepare a five year 
capital plan. It adds that 
unit and collegiate plans 
will be consolidated into a 
University capital budget 
plan by the University cap- 
ital budget planning com- 
mittee. 
This plan, the outline 
continues, will be jointly 
reviewed by the University 
budget and the Faculty 
Senate budget committees 
after their recommenda- 
tions will be submitted to 
the resident who will sub- 
mit the budget proposals 
together with his recom- 
mendations to the Board of 
Trustees In May of each 
year. 
Senate approved an 
amendment to the Supple- 
mental Retirement Pro- 
gram for faculty members 
Btled the "Post-retirement 
employment option." 
The amendment states, 
in part, "faculty or admin- 
istrative staff who retire 
before the age of seventy 
are assured of limited em- 
ployment at BGSU (one 
academic semester or 
equivalent per calendar 
year) on terms acceptable 
to the University and the 
retiree for a period of five 
years after retirement, or 
until the age of seventy." 
The amendment also 
states that employment op- 
portunities are in the tea- 
ching positions for faculty 
and service, depending on 
the individual's area of ex- 
pertise, for administra- 
tors. 
Summer employment 
Jobs forecast dismal 
Andrea Spencer 
wire editor  
For some students sum- 
mer brings to mind 
thoughts of long-awaited 
vacations, picnics and lazy 
afternoons. However, oth- 
ers  can  only   think  of 
Optimum is not as high 
as Ohio's current unem- 
ployment rate. 
''Due to the current 
Wood County umemploy- 
ment rate of 11.6 percent, 
resident students of Bowl- 
ing Green State University 
wfll find it difficult to find 
summer employment," 
Robert Hogland, executive 
manager of the Chamber 
of Commerce, said. 
Despite the pessimistic 
forecast, students can use 
the University's office of 
student employment and 
cooperative education pro- 
gram to seek summer jobs. 
According to Deb Heine- 
man, acting assistant di- 
rector of Financial Aid and 
Student Employment, the 
number of summer jobs 
posted will be about the 
same as last year. 
"(University President) 
Dr. (Paul) Olscamp is not 
anticipating any major 
budget cuts, so summer 
employment opportunities 
will be about the same," 
she said. 
SUMMER JOBS will be 
posted June 13, and lobs 
for summer work study 
students were posted Feb. 
14. 
Cedar Point, summer 
camps, hotels and vacation 
resorts are the most popu- 
lar places to look for em- 
ployment. 
"Camp jobs are 25 per- 
cent less this year, but 
these are very popular 
among college students," 
Heineman said. 
Applications for sum- 
mer camp jobs will be 
available in the office of 
student employment be- 
ginning Monday, Jan. 31. 
Interviews for these jobs 
start Feb. 23., Camp Day. 
All interviews take place In 
the Community and Ohio 
Suites located in the Union. 
"So far, we have 25 
camps coining to interview 
students," Heineman said, 
adding that students will 
interview for counseling, 
water safety and food serv- 
ice jobs. 
Applications for sum- 
mer employment at Cedar 
Point have been available 
since Feb. 1 and interview- 
ing will be Feb. 16 and 17. 
ON APRIL 5 a listing of 
the "skeleton jobs" will be 
posted, Heineman said. 
"These  are the   basic 
Eoup of jobs needed to 
gin the fall semester. 
For example, the resi- 
dence halls need people to 
prepare the cafeteria for 
opening and night guards 
are needed as well, Hei- 
neman said. 
Bruce Smith, acting di- 
rector of Cooperative Edu- 
cation, said traffic also is 
heavy in that office. 
University Village 
WE STILL HAVE APARTMENTS FOR NEXT YEAR! 
•Close to campus, banks and fast food 
•Dependable maintenance 
•ALL heat, water and trash pick-up paid for. 
Tenant pays electric only 
PHONE      $620 ea./semester OFFICE HOURS 
352-0164    -Summer rates available Mon-Fri 9-5 
Sat 9-12 
RENTAL OFFICE LOCATED IN AMHERST VILLAGE 
BEHIND WENDY'S. 
r™"^™CUP ft USE THI8 COUPON TO 8AVE MONEY""™■"" 1 
'83 HAIRSTYLES 
NOW COST LESS! 
At SYSTEM SEVEN salons 




ty Check how much you'll savel) 
system severv 
W
 THE HAIRSTYLING PLACE 
Salons located where Command Performance used to bo 
HOURS: 10 to 9 Mon-Fri, 0 to 7 Sot, 12 to 6 Sunday 
Appointments available for perms and coloring 
North Town* Sqr 470-7848        Woodvtte Mai 003-0333 
FranMn Park Mel 472-6030  Bowfcg Green 352-0813 
HURRY! Sale Is for LIMITED TIME ONLY! 
■■■■■■■CUP S USE THIS COUPON TO SAVE MONEYIMBaB|tJ 
FROSTING Ccap) 
Reg $35 - now $28 
CLEARANCE SALEI   WWe 
••toctton of hocn# products 
available at HALF-PRICE! 
TM 
Are you aware of any incident that 
involves the violation of human rights? 
Have your own rights been violated? 
Then please call: 
372-0242 
This is the number for the 
HUMAN RIGHTS 
COMMITTEE. 
This committee deals with human rights   violations  of 
students, faculty and staff members. Your call will remain 
confidential. The Human Rights Committee is a unit of 
the Human Relations Commission of Bowling Green State 
University. 
WIHTHROP TERRACE APARTMENTS 
NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND 
FALL-ONE AND TWO BEDROOM 
FURNISHED AND UNFURNISHED 
2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH, AS LOW AS $478 
PER SEMESTER-4 MAN OCCUPANCY 
FURNISHED. UNFURNISHED $450 each. 
2 BEDROOM, 1 BATH-FURNISHED $365 
2 OR 3 MAN OCCUPANCY-$548 per 
SEMESTER PER PERSON/3 MAN OCCUPANCY 
REMEMBER WHEN IT COMES TO 
SERVICE, COME TO WMTHROP TERRACE 
WE STILL NAVE UNITS AVAILABLE ON 
PALMER AVE.. SUMMIT ST. AND NAPOLEON 
VOTED ONE OF THE BEST PLACES TO 
LIVE BY BG STUDENTS 
OFFICE AT 100 IAP0LEN M. 
NOUS 9:00 It 5:00 HOI-Fftl 
WILL BE OPEN SAT. FEN 19tt 10-4 
51 American Heart Association 
4-H CAMP PALMER 








Wood Co. 4-H Office 





with this coupon thru March 1,1883 
When appointments ore mad* with these 
hair designers — Judy, Kathy, Denise, 




CONSIDER THE FACTS. 
A perm can change your life1 No more nightly 
selling, no more struggling to build body, no 
more limp, boring hair So why not do it your- 
sell? Consider these tacts first: 
• Perm chemicals actually break down your 
hair structure, then put it back together m a 
new shape Without training, it's easy to dam- 
age your hair 
• Setting your hair correctly is 50% ol now 
your perm turns out Winding the rods loo 
tightly, loo loosely, or al the wrong angle can 
ruin the look you want 
• The condition olyour hair can make or break 
your perm Some perms work best on line 
hair, some on tinted hair and some hair 
shouldn't be permed al all Do you know 
enough about the dillerent kinds ol perms to 
make the right choice? 
• Only professional hair stylists are trained in 
the use ol perm chemicals, setting tech - 
niques, and hair analysis Our stylists know 
the do's and don'ts of successful perming 
And we use scientilically formulated perms 
from Redken* to give you the best possible 
results So. if you want to change your life 
with a perm, let us help you change it 




J    ■ —■->, 
[Hair, Skin, and Nail DeaigneraJ 
352-4101,352-4143 
181(B)5.Main,B.G. J$ 
Mon, Wed. lFri.8-6 
Tues. i Thurs. 8-8. Sat. 8-3 T i 
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Soviets test new ICBM 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
Soviet Union has fired a 
new intercontinental bal- 
listic missile in a test 
which could raise ques- 
tions about whether Mos- 
cow Is violating the 
unratif ied SALT II nuclear 
arms treaty, U.S. intelli- 
i sources said yester- 
ficials said a small, 
solid-fuel missile was 
launched Feb. 8 from Ple- 
setsk and preliminary 
analysis of information 
picked up by American 
monitoring equipment sug- 
gests it may have been the 
first successful test of a 
second new Soviet ICBM. 
"It was a missile we 
haven't seen before," one 
anonymous source, said. 
U.S. officials confirmed 
last December the Soviets 
had test-fired a medium- 
sized, solid-fuel ICBM. 
The SALT II treaty spec- 
ifies that the Soviet Union 
and the United States may 
flight-test and deploy only 
one new type of ICBM, 
which must be a light one, 
according to a July 21, 
1979, letter signed by for- 
mer Secretary of State Cy- 
rus Vance in submitting 
the treaty to President 
Carter. 
THERE WAS no formal 
comment from either the 
Defense or State depart- 
ments. Officials cautioned 
against jumping to the con- 
clusion that the Soviets 
have broken the 
agreement. 
Although the United 
States never ratified SALT 
II, the Reagan administra- 
tion has said it will abide 
by it so long as the Soviets 
do the same. 
State Department offi- 
cials said they were not 
"aware of any charges 
that the Soviets may be 
preparing to violate the 
agreement." 
These officials, like the 
intelligence sources, in- 
sisted that their names not 
be used. 
The U.S. government 
confirmed last December 
that the Soviet Union had 
flight-tested a new type of 
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McCartney loses court battle over song royalties 
LONDON (AP) - Paul Mc- 
Cartney has lost a 14-year 
legal battle over an esti- 
mated $7.5 million in roy- 
alties from some of the 
Beetle's biggest hits. 
A High Court ruled Mon- 
day against a claim by 
McCartney   that   the 
Beatles'former publishing 
company, Northern Songs, 
owed the royalties dating 
to 1965 from "Yesterday," 
"Hey Jude," "Let It Be" 
and "Eleanor Rigby." 
The Beatles sold North- 
ern Songs in 19J9 to show 
business tycoon Lord 
Grade for » million. 
John Lennon and Mc- 
Cartney wrote most of the 
Beatles' aafjaj They of- 
fered $30 mfflSon to North- 
ern Songs for the copyright 
on the music, but the offer 
was rejected. 
McCartney has filed a 
second suit which is ex- 
pected to go to court next 
year. It covers records 
made after 1974. 
Landon weds make-up artist from 'Little House' 
MAIJBU, Calif. (AP) - 
With his seven sons and 
daughters looking on, TV 
star Michael Landon mar- 
ried a former make-up art- 
ist he met on the "Little 
House on the Prairie" set 
three years ago. 
Landon, 46, and Cindy 
Clerico, 25, were wed by 
Sunerior Court Judge Ray- 
mond Cardenas at Land- 
on's Malibu Colony home 
on Monday. NBC spokes- 
man Bill Kiley said. 
The ceremony was at- 
tended by about 30 close 
friends and family mem- 
bers, including Landon's 
four children by bis second 
wife and his three adopted 
children from his first and 
second marriages. 
Crippled woman rescues grandson 
APOPKA, Fla. (AP) - A 
crippled 77-year-old 
woman left her crutches 
behind for the first time in 
two years when she rushed 
into a burning room and 
carried her bedridden 12- 
year-old grandson to 
safety. 
"I think I did what any 
grandmother would have 
done," Myrtle Ricketson, 
who suffers crippling ar- 
thritis in her hips, said. 
"When it comes to small 
children, I'd risk my life 
for any child." 
But when she realized 
what she had done, she 
collapsed. "I couldn't walk 
a step when I came to my 
senses," she said. 
Ricketson said she was 
napping on a couch in her 
living room Monday af- 
ternoon wnen sne smelled 
smoke. She said she got up. 
using her crutches, ana 
spotted smoke billowing 
from the bedroom where 
her grandson Craig was. 
The boy has cerebral 
palsy, she said. 
No one else was at home. 
Without thinking, Rick- 
etson said, she dropped the 
crutches, rushed 20 feet to 
the bedroom, closed her 
eyes, held her breath and 
felt her way to Craig's bed. 
She tucked the 70-pound 
boy under an arm and went 
outside, stumbling in the 
living room along the way. 
"I guess she had a lot of 
adrenaline running into 
her system and sne ran 
and did it," said herphysi- 
cian, Dr. Armando Rego. 






30% off PERMS 
with coupon 
Expire* 2/23/83 
NEXUS        3REDKEN 
140 EAST WOOSTER 
352-0800 
•» toll». ■—■•,. 
KAPPA DELTA 
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES OUR 







Mary Jane Ritter 
Susie Wilder 
WELCOME TO OUR SISTERHOOD! 
Meadowview Court 
Apartments 
Open Saturday 12 to 4 
214 Napoleon Ro*d   Boding Grain, OH   352-1115 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT 
•all utilities included •gas heat 'laundry 
facilities •drapes •carpet •party & game 
room •swimming pool •sauna 
$270-furnished $250-unfurnished 





all utilities included seperate bedroom 
tmwmtmUfOmmmt   He*»ia.ae»M»ai.M. 
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1983 
Preferred Properties Co. 
835 High St. • Rental Office Phone 352-9378 
Located at Maw Cherry wood Health Spa 
Apartment Complexes       9:00 ■ 4:30 Monday • Friday 
Hoven House- '535/mo. 
Piedmont-8th & High St.- '375/mo. 
Birchwood Ploce-650 Sixth St.- '400/mo 
Meodowlark-818 Seventh St.- '400/mo. 
707 Sixth St.- •400/mo. 
Small EUdgs.-Manville between 6th & 7th St.- '350/mo. 
HOUSES Features: 
2 bedroom - carpeted & furnished 
Gas heat-gaa cooking 
(Landlord pays gas) 
Laundry areas In each building 
Residents pay only lights 
Lots of closet space 
IVibath 
1 bedroom - carpeted and furnished 
Cable vision available 
Gas Hot Water • Landlord Pays 
Trash Removal - Landlord Pays 
CKNlIM K1LTM ST* 
Connate focllltlat lor man and woman 
•Hydro Soo Whirlpool •Indoor Hootod Pool 
•MotooSovno «Sun lomp. 
•Showor Mouogo •Nowty Built 
•Comploto Exorctoo Equipment 
SPECIAL EXTRAS AT CHERRYWOOO SPA 
■Pn4»nlunull|i quoMlod instructor! ond •toH 
•OvHIdo rocrootlon 
•iounao/anock bar Other Rentals 
Houses, efficiencies; 1 borm. 
Furnished * Unfurnished 
6 The BG Nawi/Fabraary 16. 19*3 
Technology 
• ■ . from Page 1 
tions with ISO businesses 
throughout Northwest 
Ohio, and each student en- 
rolled in the program must 
complete three semesters 
of such an experience. 
"Last academic year 
and summer we had 360 
students out on co-op," 
Streichler said. "They get 
out to test themselves in 
their career field and see 
whether they like it and if 
they are uood at it" 
ALL STUDENTS partici- 
pating in a co-op are paid 
for their work. 
"They have to work at 
least ten weeks, 40 hours a 
week," Streichler said, 
and added they earn a min- 
imum of $5 an hour. 
Last year, of the 380 stu- 
dents out    on     co-op 
farningB were well over 
$7SM007 
He said there has been a 
decline in the number of 
co-ops available and the 
number of students in the 
program is indicative of 
this. 
BEOHW6aO«AOVAHC€D Coal ra afloul m. aama aa s aamaatar m a      room SUmiuu Mils for ou- inx 
US co»()t S3.180 Pncs mchjdai ft* round trip to Savala from rSa* 
Yont room, Dosra and tmiron comploM Qovommom grants and loans 
avariaota lor shgtbM students 
Irva *.rri s Scar-an family sttand class** lour hours aOay lour days a 
. lour momrta. Cam te tws of cradH (aoulvaaam to 4 ssmaalars. 
taught in US coatgs* ovat a two yaar tana span) Your Sparusn 
studws -in 0* arvtancad Oy ocooriun.tr** not available ^ ■ u S class 
to Sludsnts compwmg two y*a> program. "US Wnmal course, 
also 
Hurry. M lakes a lot ot lime to mesa an srrsngements 
SMINO SfUtSTER - Fat) I • Junrj I /FAIL MHe»rt« — Sept 10 
Dec 22aacn vestr 
FUU.YACCI1EOITH0   ApreQn»molTn»alyC»ir««aiiOail0l 
SEMESTER IN SPAIN 
For lull Information—writ* to: 
2442 E. Collier S.E., Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506 




































EP   SIG EP...SIG EP...SIG EP...SIG EP...SIG EP...SIG EP   SIG EP... SIG EP...SIG EP... 
The Brothers of Sigma jj 
Phi Epsilon Are Proud jj 
to Announce The 1983-84 jj 
Officers j 
President Bill Kudloff £ 
Vice President tj 
Internal Affairs Terry McMahon [» 
Vice President Rush Steve Smith 
Comptroller Mark Kohler L 
Corresponding 
Secretary Chris Velotta 
Recording Secretary Greg Mumper 
Senior Executive Scott Healy 
Senior Marshall Fred Amstel a 
Junior Marshall Marty Crombie ig 
House Guard Mike Eberly je 
Chaplan .........Brett Hart g 
House Manager Jerry Koziej L, 
I.F.C. Representative...Doug Dewar 
Special Thanks to the Previous        § 
Executive Officers on a Job Well Done... jj 
AlAcheson   MikeCleary   Mike Eberly P 
BartMarkel   jgfgl  Dou9Gabrami 
EP   SIG EP...SIG EP...SIG EP...SIG EP...SIG EP...SIG EP...SIG EP...SIG EP...SIG EP... 
Toyota to educate GM 
The BG News Music Survey 
The BG News is proud 10 announce (he beginning of regular coverage of popular music. 
We'll be featuring up lo dale record reviews, concert reviews, artist profiles and 
interviews, including today's Biggest artists and tomorrow's trendsetters. Most impor- 
tantly, we'll be giving attention to different styles of music, from mainstream rock 'n' 
roll, to new wave. jazz, reggae, and more. 
To help us get to know your musical tastes, please Till out the poll below and scad it 
through campus mail or drop it by 106 University Hall, care of Fats Miller. Results will be 






















On Campus Off Campus 
Hometown:  
You enjoy listening to the following styles of music 
(Please check) : 
_rock_new wave   iazz_soul_reggae_country_classical 
Average number of concerts you attend per semester 
Average number of records you buy per month  
Radio stations you listen to  
Music publications you read. 
Do you enjoy hearing music by new artists? 
Yes No Sometimes 
Do you prefer listening to older, more familiar records? 
Yes No Sometimes 
Comments: _—.  
Thanks for your help. Please tend through campus mail or drop by 
106 University Hall, care of Fats Miller. 
plants, analysts said. 
Meanwhile, the United 
Auto Workers union on 
Tuesday reacted strongly 
to statements by the chair- 
man of Toyota who said 
laid-off UAW workers will 
not get priority in hiring at 
the Fremont, Calif., plant 
where the Toyota-designed 
cars will be produced. 
"Our position is still the 
same - this is going to be a 
UAW plant," UAWspokes- 
DETROIT (AP) - General 
Motors Corp. is conceding 
that the Japanese are bet- 
ter at building small cars 
by joining with Toyota Mo- 
tor Corp. to produce a sub- 
compact in California, 
industry analysts say. 
The move also will teach 
GM, the world 's largest 
automaker, how Japanese 
profitably build small cars 
with few quality problems, 
and how they manage their 
Fletcher 
.. .from page 1 The scoop filled with dirt a cubic yard at a time, 
scoop as the farmer pulled which the horse then which was all the scoop 
up on the scoops handles,    dragged away one-third of    could hold. 
man David Mitchell said. 
He added that the union 
expects the new plant's 3,- 
000 workers to be drawn 
from the more than 6,000 
UAW members laid off at 
the Fremont plant since 
1979. The plant closed 
early last year. 
When asked in Tokyo 
whether former GM work- 
ers would be the first hired 
when the plant begins pro- 
duction  late   next  year, 
.THE SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS 
in conjunction with 
UNIVERSITY STUDENT PUBLICATIONS 
Offers to the Students of 




• Reasonable Rates    • Professional Quality 
Most Sophisticated Typesetting 
Equipment in Bowling Green 
Call 372-2601 or stop by'106 University Hall 
BG 
APARTMENTS 
818-822 Second St. 
•Two bedroom, four person 
•Gas heat & all utilities 
furnished except electric 
•Laundry, Air Conditioning 
•$530 per month 
352-7454 
The Ethnic Cultural Arts Program (ECAP) 
Announces 
AUDITIONS for   SPRING '83 
ETHNIC ARTISTS TALENT REVUE* 
February 22 & 23 
7-9:00 PM 
402 University Hall 
ACTORS • SINGERS - DANCERS 
POETS - MUSICIANS 
(To Perform from the Genre of Ethnic Arts) 
•performance scheduled for April 22 in JEB theatre and best 
performers eligible for ECAP sponsored cultural enrichment 
field trip to Los Angeles or New York City. 
For Information 
Contact: 
,   ECAP- sun 
372-2798 
r ■right but 
S Earn    over    $1OOO    a 
t Month! 
I How many corporations would be willing to pay you over $ 1000 a month during your junior and senior years just so you'd loin the company after graduation? Under a special Navy program, we're doing just that. It's called the Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate-College Program. And under it, you'll not only get great pay during your junior and senior years, but after graduation, you'll receive a year of valuable graduate-level training that Is not available from any other employer. If you are a junior or senior majoring in math, engineering or physical sciences, find out more today. And let your career pay off while stHI In college. Minimum requirement 3.0 QPA. Sign up for an Interview at the placement office Wednesday, March 2, 1983 and Thursday, March 3, 1983. Or call Chuck Means. Campus Liaison Officer at 372- 0359 or Naval Engineering Programs at 1-800-362-1007. NAVAL ENGINEERING PROGRAMS 
Toyota Chairman Eiji 
Toyoda said "No." 
He added that priority hir- 
ing of UAW members is not 
part of the agreement. The 
UAW was not Involved In 
the negotations. 
At GM, spokesman Clif- 
ford Merriott said, "the 
joint venture will be a com- 
pletely new company, and 
the employment is an issue 
to be dealt with by the 
company. The agreement 
also is subject to the nego- 
tiation of a satisfactory 
labor agreement." He 
would not elaborate. 
The deal indicates to the 
public "GM has gone out 
and selected Toyota and Is 
saying, 'Hey world, Toyota 
builds a great car, we want 
to sell your product,'" said 
Maryann Keller, analyst at 
Paine Webber, Mitchell 
Hutchlns & Co. in New 
York. 
By 1909, 16,000 miles of 
county, township, railroad 
and farm drainage ditches 
had been built in the Black 
Swamp area, according to 
Henrickson. 
The drainage system 
made what was once a 
swamp one of the more 
productive and fertile agri- 
cultural areas in the na- 
tion. 
In 1867 Bowling Green 
took the county seat away 
from Perrysburg, gaining 
political, economic and so- 
cial influence. 
"It was a commercial 
plum to get the county 
seat," Fletcher said. "It 
brought in a lot of busi- 
ness. 
IN 1822 the Wood County 
Commissioners had desig- 
nated Perrysburg as the 
county seat. But when Lu- 
cas County was created out 
of part of Wood County in 
1835, Perrysburg was left 
at the north end of Wood 
County. Agitation to have 
the seat moved to Bowling 
Green - a central location - 
began.   The   movement 
caused a great deal of bit- 
ter feelings in the county. 
"They call it the '10 
Years War,' " Fletcher 
said. 
After two votes - one of 
which was fixed - Bowling 
Green won. As county seat 
the city drew in more busi- 
ness than before, but Bowl- 
ing Green did not really 
boom until oil and gas were 
discovered in 1887. With 
the boom the population 
increased 200 percent or 
300 percent in some places, 
according to Fletcher. 
Two fires in Bowling 
Green in October 1888 de- 
stroyed most of the down- 
town buildings, but the city 
bounced right back, 
Fletcher said. Many of the 
buildings downtown were 
built after 1888. 
The Black Swamp has 
been drained, most of the 
sand ridges have been lev- 
eled, an oil and gas boom 
has come and gone, as 
have many industries - 
glass factories, clay works 
and the Heinz Tomato 
Plant. Bowling Green has 
passed through ISO years. 
DELTA ZETA 
Welcomes Its 1983 












•Camo Shirts and Pants 
•Khaki Pants 
SALE:   Woo> pa°ts and 
Scrub Suits 
Miscellaneous Military Paraphernalia 
Open: 10-5:30        Mon.-Sat. 
904 E. Wooster Next to T.O.'s 
ALPHA DELTA PI 
WOULD LIKE TO 
CONGRATULATE- 
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BG gymnasts oust Kent State 
by Randy Davidson 
sports reporter  
Bowling Green gymnasts Julie 
Bender and Shelley Staley placed 
fifth and sixth all-around, scoring 
33.9 and 33.6S points, to lead BG to a 
Mid-American Conference victory 
over Kent State, last weekend in 
Columbus. 
Although the Falcons were 
beaten by Ohio State, they accom- 
plished their main goal: defeat 
KSU. BG had lost to Kent in a 
quadrangular meet, in Ann Arbor, 
nut six days earlier. The gymnasts 
had revenge on their minds going 
into the triangular meet. 
"We were glad to beat Kent 
State," Falcon coach Charles Sim- 
pson said. "It was one of our best 
meets of the season as far as rou- 
tines go." 
OSU, however, scored 175.55 in 
dominating the meet, as BG was a 
distant second with 165.1, followed 
by KSU's 163.85. 
The Buckeyes took first-through- 
fourth all-around, led by Tracy 
Rinker, who totaled 35.65. Mary Jo 
Gonyias (35.3), Sue Filardi (35.0), 
and Nina Dziem (34.4) were sec- 
ond, third, and fourth, respec- 
tively. 
Bender's 8.75 in the vault earned 
her a fifth place tie with KSU's 
Debbie Rose and OSU's Gonyias. 
But Bender was the only Falcon to 
turn in a high score. OSU's Filardi 
was first with a 9.0; second was 
Chris Malls (KSU-8.85); and third, 
Rinker and Dawn Roberts (KSU) 
both with 8.8'a. 
OSU GYMNASTS Gonyias, 
Kathy Temple, and Rinker tied for 
first with 9.25 scores on the uneven 
bars. BG was unable to score high 
on the bars. Bender's 8.3 was the 
best effort, but Just shy of KSU's 
Kathy Collett and Chen Roscover, 
who each had 8.35 to tie for sixth 
place.  
A tine performance on the beam 
enabled Staley, scoring 8.65, to tie 
for first with OSU's Dziem and 
Rinker. An 8.35 by Bender put her 
in fitfh, while OSU grabbed fourth 
and sixth. 
The floor exercise scores were 
certainly in the Buckeyes' favor. 
Led by Gonyias's 9.1 first place 
Krformance, the Buck's also took 
: next four slots. With an 8.75 
score, BG's Dawn Boyle came in 
sixth place. 
BG is now 2-1 against KSU this 
season, and 5-1 in the MAC, while 
Kent drops to 3-3 in the MAC. 
The Falcons entertain Indiana 
this Saturday at 6 p.m., in Eppler 
North gym. Indiana has beaten BG 
the past couple years, but BG was 
the road team in those meets. In an 
attempt to beat IU at home, Simp- 
son said, BG will look for the same 
type of performances as in their 
recent victory over KSU. 
BG cagers set to face Golden Flashes 
After losing two closely-contested 
games, the last thing the Bowling 
Green basketball team needs is two 
challenging Mid-American Confer- 
ence opponents - but that is exactly 
what awaits the Falcons this week. 
Beginning tonight, the Falcons 
travel to Kent State to do battle with 
the fifth-place Golden Flashes. This 
Saturday in Anderson Arena, BG will 
face the second place Miami Redskins 
beginning at 3:00 P.M. 
The Falcons are currently tied with 
Ohio University for first place in the 
MAC with 9-3 records. 
The Falcons have defeated KSU in 
nine of the last 10 and 17 of the last 19 
meetings between the schools. BG 
holds to a 57-28 lead in the all-time 
series. The Falcons posted a come- 
from-behind 66-56 win over KSU, ear- 
lier this season in Anderson Arena. 
Falcon ruggers meet 
Bowling Green's rugby team will hold 
its semi-annual organizational meet- 
IBeBOBBOPBBBBBI 
ing on Thursday, Feb. 17. The meet- 
ing will start at 7:30 p.m. and will be 
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Anyone interested in Joining the 
team is welcome to attend. In addition 
to an explanation of the rules of the 
game, a film will be shown featuring 
an all-star match with a team from 
England playing a team from Wales. 
Bowling Green, which is the current 
reigning Mid-American Conference 
champion, posted a 19-6 record last 
fall for an overall 1982 record of 46-10- 
2. This spring the Falcon ruggers will 
play Kentucky, Georgia Teen, Michi- 
gan State and again host the Midwest 
Universities Cup in May. 
For more information call 
Mazzarella (352-2396 at home or : 
3576 at work) or BID Cotton (353-1397 
at home or 3724137). 
BG-MU hockey sold out 
This weekead's BawUag Gnea 
hockey serifs against Miami is said 
out, according to BG Director ef Pro- 
motions, Jtm Treeger. 
Fencers slash to win 
Bowling Green's club fencing team 
participated in the four-team Cleve- 
land State Invitational last weekend 
and walked away with favorable re- 
sults. 
The Falcon women's fencing team 
defeated Miami, 6-3, and Oberfin, 8-1, 
behind fine efforts of BG's Gretta 
Sboemaker, Patti Cowan, and Chris 
McHenry. 
BG's men also beat Miami (5-4) and 
Oberlin (6-3) led by Falcons Terry 
LeRoux and Paul Lyon. 
••■-•■••••• •••    •••••    :•  •• :::;..••:•:::■:•:•:•:•:■:■:•:•:•:••■•.•.•.■• 
ALPHA SIGMA PHI FRATERNITY and 
ALPHA PHI SORORITY PRESENT THE 1983 
>»tf&\*° i« 
SATURDAY FEB. 19th 
N.E. COMMONS 
8:30-12:30 p.m. 
(I.D. Required For Admittance) 
$1 Donation At The Door 
WIN A TRIP FOR TWO to MIAMI BEACH FLORIDA 
•Door Prizes' 
* Florida Fling *       * Florida Flinfl * 
QOOOOBDPGBBHBODBBOoJ 
Mdu  ft tWTOA 
BRANDN 
Imagine time-traveling 
from the era of the dinosaurs 
to the age of the stars. 
Discovering the secrets of a 
Mayan pyramid. Dining 
beneath the Eiffel Tower. 
Spiraling through the 
universe inside an 18-story 
sphere. 
Now, imagine doing it all 
in one place: Walt Disney 
World Epcot Center. 
Wherever your spring 
break takes you in 
Florida, you'll be just 
a step away from 
the wonder all 
the world is 
talking about. 
In Future World, you'l 
discover the technol- 
ogies of tomorrow, and 
encounter such won-, 
ders as information 
screens controlled 





»* • .->, 
A single-day admission to 
this new world of wonder is 
only $15, and a three-day 
World Passport — allowing 
admission to both Epcot 
Center and the Magic 
Kingdom — is just $35. 
This year make your visit to 
Florida more than a break. 
Make it a break away from 
the world of today. 
And an adventure into the 




theatres that move, 
and the largest 3-di- 
mensional film ever 
produced. 
In World Showcase, 
" you'll travel through the 
cultures of nine nations in 
detailed recreations of 
the world's great cities, land- 
marks, and landscapes. You'll 
sip ale in an English pub. 
Watch the secrets of China 
unfold in a film which sur- 
rounds you. Sample incompar- 
able Fettuccine in the dining 
rooms of Alfredo's the Original 
of Rome. 
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BG icers try to stay atop CCHA 
by Tracy Collins 
sports reporter  
A bit of crabgrass has come to the 
rose garden which was Bowling 
Green hockey, and for the first time in 
65 games, the Falcons have gone 
winless in four consecutive outings. 
As the week of practice progresses, 
the BG coaches are working to weed- 
out the problems the team has suf- 
fered over the last two weekends, in 
which the Falcons have gone 0-2-2 
against teams with a combined re- 
cord of 20-37-3. 
That slump (a term the record may 
not have earned with another team) 
has made a dogfight out the Central 
Collegiate Hockey Association title 
chase. Michigan State and Ohio State, 
which trailed BG by seven and nine 
points, respectively, two weeks ago, 
are now both three points behind in 
the race. 
TWO WEEKS AGO, it looked as 
though the Falcons would have a 
storybook title-clinching, with Friday 
night's game looking to be the magic 
one if the Falcons maintained their 
seven-point lead. Even after last Fri- 
day's tie with Notre Dame, a win the 
following evening would have made 
this Saturday's contest the potential 
clincher. But a 5-3 loss shot that notion 
down. 
Now a sweep becomes a necessity 
against the Redskins of Miami, the 
league's sixth place team. If the Fal- 
cons split and Ohio State (hosting 
Notre Dame) and Michigan State 
(playing home-and-away with Ferris 
State) sweep, the lead would fall to 
one point, making the season-ending 
series with Ohio State extremely crit- 
ical. 
A split would put BG over Ohio 
State, but could give the title to Michi- 
gan State. Anything less than a split 
would give the title to either MSU or 
OSU - but not the Falcons. 
THAT IS A LOAD of "ifs", but if 
there is any lesson to be learned from 
the recent fortunes of the team, it is 
that anything can happen in the 
CCHA. 
What the Falcons cannot do is over- 
look Miami. The Redskins took an 
overtime game from BG on the next- 
to-last series of the season last year, 
which looked to knock the Falcons out 
of first place, but a Notre Dame upset 
of the Spartans kept BG atop the 
standings. 
A closer examination o' the four- 
game slump shows that it has been 
goaltending and penalty killing which 
has allowed the opponents to stifle the 
Falcons. 
After posting a goals-against of 6.03 
over the first 28 games, BG's oppo- 
nents have held the Falcons to 2.54 
goals per game. In addition, opposing 
goalies have made 156 saves in four 
games (nearly 40 per game). 
BG's goaltending has held the oppo- 
nents to just 3.23 goals per game, but 
that has not been enough. As Falcon 
coach Jerry York said in the wake of 
the 3-1 loss to Western Michigan, "We 
have to score more than one goal. In 
college hockey, you can't expect to 
win many games 1-0." 
IN ADDITION. BG's power play 
has failed to click recently. After 
scoring on 34.6 percent of their oppor- 
tunities heading into the Western ae- 
ries, BG has scored just two power 
play goals in 17 attempts (11.8 per- 
cent) - while ND and WMU combined 
for a percentage of 23.5 - during the 
last four games. 
In an effort to shake up the scoring, 
York has made a couple of minor 
adjustments for the Miami series. 
Dan Kane and Kim Collins have 
switched centering positions, with 
Kane now playing between Perry 
Braun and George Roll, and Collins 
leading Gino Cavallini and Dave Ran- 
rlerson. 
In addition, Dave Ellett will now 
pair with Garry Galley on defense, 
and Dave O'Brian will move to a point 
position opposite Barry Mllla. 
Bowling Qreeen's Qlno Cavallini (23) trlas to gain control of tha puck amldit a horde of 
Illinois-Chicago Flamai In hockey action at tha lea Arena. 
BG Mews Photo/Patrick Sandor 
CLASSIFIEDS 
••   «.   40'   par loo    11.20   mK.lm.rn.   SOLD TYPl   SO- exes   per ed 
*ajajaaaa> 25 *>M *peca« per *» 
CAUPUSCITY EVENTS haanga loa fX*vp»a*1   put*C aerv«;a activrtwa •* ba neerled 0**CI tor 
tree and M regular rasae NnAt 
0—arm lor n ksBnoa * 2 days Belore nWcWcm 1 4:00 p m Fndeyatspm erne 
10/ Iw Tuesday edmon 
Om«l1 tarn, an ■ Mill al M K Nawi offlea. 100 IMaaraHy Hea. 
Mufflers   nsleaodlow   as   $19 95 
Won meet or bad any written eeti 
maw   Don't pa-; moralM Cal 354. 
1278 lor FREE eebmate' BQ Muffler 






Fab  16. 1983 
CRNtSNAL JUSTICE MAJOR* 
An organUaaonal maaang a* be haa) 
on Wad  Fab   16th at 8 00 p.m. In 
207 Ham Hal  Important ailormo- 
uon «a o» oecueeerj . 
Join me BGSU Sales Club Today 
Sign up at Tsbta m BA 
Al ties week Costa $8 
LAST CHANCE' JOIN NOW' 
SENIOR CHALLENGE 
MIS COMING 
GIVING WEEK 3/14/83-3' 18'83 
Found Man's watch, near Harshman 
on night of Fab 5 Cal 2-3972 must 
rdenWy  
LOST  Block Purse  Hayes Hal  RE 
WARD' Cal Coeoct 1 -693-8125 
Found     Beeketbel    m    Anderson 
Arena Thurs alter Intermurals Claim 
354-2034  
Long rawed, orange, black and white 
Female Catco Cat Lost In Thursbn 
and Merry vtantty 354-1753 
RIDES 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Want to increase your Wardrobe? For 
a seamstress cal 352-3892 
Jones Income Tax Service 
S1O-1O40A. mc   State   $16-1040 
SBO-Farma. inc State 5 Local 
352-1438 or 364-1507 
Open 7 days s week 
Located at Bast Western 1460 E 
Woostsr. Ore   #16 
LOST AND FOUND 
FOUNT* A long coat at perking lot 
outside Uptown Friday M1-83. Cell 
3S4-JI5*        
Go Greyhound to Qeyton lor lust 
S18 50. Cleveland lor $16 60 a 
Columbus lor onty $16 40 
Convenient campus rjapartures 
$ return trips Cal 3535982 
tor schedules & information 
TAXES TAXES TAXES 
Roster Tsx a Accounting Service 
(Short form $8. Long form $15 tup] 
Professional Preparation 
Reasonable Rates 
1007 N. Main. BO      352-4340 
Meay Manny-Congrats on receiving a 
schcasrafap to study In Germany next 
year, and being nominated lor the 
Florence Hood Miner Award DZ love 
your sisters  
Attn FLU Cadets 
Taylor. 0 . Pettnord T. 
Groakaan. T., Vance. S 
Sklppy. J    Clayton   D 
You have bean drafted no the honor- 
able E Platoon Vou are expected to 
report to 321 E  Merry SI 21 30 on 
17 Fob 83  
■lack Swamp Ma as tine |, looking 
lor antlers, photographers, graphic 
srtlsli and salai representatives 
Contact Editor Lmda Perei Ma tha 
■Sat mailbox at the School of Jour- 
na.sm. 103 University Hall, or can 
3S2-44SI.  
MY A RAFFLE TICKET FROM A 
FINANCE CLUB MEMBER' FOR 
JUST $1 00 you'l have the chance 
to win three prizes redeemable for 
groceries at any Kroger Store In Via 
I ration Don't rrass Itas chance for free 
groceries 
SUPPORT YOUR FALCONS! 
[THIS WEEKEND - HOCKEY ON FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
BASKETBALL - SAT. 12:30 & 3:00. 
GYMNASTICS - SAT. - 6pm 
CATCH TITLE FEVER! 
DROP OFF/PICK UP FOR 
LONGS CLEANERS 
at JEANS N' THINGS 
531 RIDGE ST 
0 O S-Thanks for Friday's Tea-* 
was a great tana & we're looking 
forward to tha next one —The Detts 
FLORIOA FUNO IS COMING 
FLORIDA FUNO IS COMING 
FLORIOA FUNQ IS COMING 
FLORIOA FUNO • FLORIOA FUNG 
FLORIOA FUNQ * FLORIDA FLING 
FLORIDA FLING ' FLORIDA FUNQ 
SATURDAY - FEB.1 tth 
1:10 p.m. at the M.E. COajaaOWS 
Florida Fang Is almost here" 
Have you bought your raffle ticket 
yet? Win a top to Florida' Tickets 
avaasble from any Alpha Pin or Alpha 
Sigma Phi Florida Feng le aknost 
herell 
Happy Hour-Hoadoy mn 
Everyday, al day MTV 
Every Night. Al Night 
Janet Bermger-Congrats on your 
Theta CM leveeerlrx) Hoppmoss Al- 
ways Love, Your Kappa Delta afarera 
JEFF HALPM IS DEPRESSED. HE 
HASN'T SMILED SINCE WINTER 
■REAR. PLEASE MAKE HIM 
LAUGH CALL 3724410 AND TELL- 
HIM A FUNNY JOKE. (DIRTY ONES 
ACCEPTEDL  
Ass, csMso/ahafcMsna on basaohoian 
Deri at the weak lor your outstand- 
ing victory m tha First Annual EMR 
"Cheepehot"    competition      The 
EMR Boxing dub  
JOHNC. 
ROSES ARE RED 
VIOLETS ARE BLUE 
OTHERS HAVE GROPED 
NOW YOU HAVE TOO 
Join tha BOSU Sales Club Today 
Sign up at tabes In BA 
All Ihls wee*   Cost le $8. 
LAST CHANCEI JOIN NOW I 
Kappa Sags-Thanks for a great punk 
tea Frt   Thanks for the kisses and 
carnations  tor  our  wonderful  new 
pledges  Tha sisters lo Kappa Delta 
Ladies of Delta Zeta 
Thanks lor aftanng dinner and a movie 
wUh us. And congratulations to Kim 
Petty* on her Miss BGSU crownrng 
The Brothers of SiQma Nu  
Last year we had to turn away over 
500 people at the door' Don't be one 
of the unlucky ones this year FLOR- 
IDA FUNO - SAT FEB 19 8:30 - 
12:30 pm m N E Commons This 
Event Is sponsored by Alpha Sigme 
Phi Fraternity end Alpha Phi Sorority 
LitHe Cole an Congratulations on 
going active Good kick with classes 
Love. Sag PI* 
Man and Henry Goo lo the Prom, 
gotta catch my scum, saran wrap, 
saran wrap   Best AJweys. Eric and 
Phi.  
Mieey *Woman'-you are a super fnend 
and I wal rrass your smlfcng face next 
year Have a fun lime *i Germany' DZ 
love. Jean Woman'  
NEXT-TO-NEW SHOP 
Clothing a houaewarea priced low 
Open Tuea.  10-4pm & Frl.  1-7pm 
St Aloyslus School 2nd floor. 
PENNY     NEIOINQ    AND    CHRIS 
SCHNEE Great )ob representing Chi 
Omege m the Miss BGSU pageant" 
Congratulations   Penny   on   Placing 
Fourth   Runner Up   to   the   crown 
Thoae Cra-Os sure have class!' 
'PRES'   Cubes:  CONGRATS!   I'm 
kHMHHMHH) proud Of yOU-Ys 
Done Goodl Love. Lit Mall 
The women of Chi Omega are exerted 
tor tonight's Penhoeene Schcssrsr-p 
desearts We I see yM there" 
Terry W -Thanks for the lunfatod Frl 
and Sat Evenings. If we ever go to 
Mytes egam we better not plan to stay 
lot 7 hourat love. Jean.  
The brothers of PI Kappa Phi would 
But to extend a warm welcome to the 
ladrea of Kappa Kappa Gamma, tor 
entering Mo the Greek community 
Congratulations end Good Luck' we 
hope to do something with you soon1 
The PI Kappa  
The brothers of Sigma Nu would kke 
to congratulate Tom Shepherd and 
. Dee Dee Perry on their fine perfor- 
mances in Oedipus In Wonderland 
The Near BOSU Sales Clubl 
Sign ups all this Week I 
Bring $8.00 Membership lee to 
the table set up In the I.A. Bkfg 
Law Chancel Pet Involved TODAYI 
Theta Cta's-W* had a great time at 
the warm-up lost Thursday' Can't wart 
to  do it  agam- Thanks'   Love,  the 
Alpha Phis  
TO THE MEAN VICIOUS GUY WHO 
SENT ME ROSES THANKS SO 
MUCH! THEY MEANT A LOT TO ME 
AND SO DO YOU! LOVE, POKEY'S 
FRIEND  
WASH FOR LESS 
AT THE WASH HOUSE 
 250 N MAIN  
Win a trip tor two to Miami Beach 
Florida! Raffle tickets are now being 
sold By al AJphe Skja and Alpha Phis 
Al proceeds from this phearrthropy go 




CALL JIM1S3-7011  
PABST BLUE RIBBON OAYTONA 
BEACH SPRING BREAK TRIP — 
$165-6 MAN ROOM, $185—4 MAN 
ROOM. CALL MKE AT 352-9112 
FOR MORE INFO. WHY PAY MORE 
FOR LESS?  
RACKET STRINGING FOR TENNIS 
OR RACOUETBAU $8 50 
LOCKER ROOM 109 N Mam 
 362-7197  
835 4th SI. 12 unit rvJkSng. 2 
bdrms. 1 1'2baths. al UN tod 
except etec Gas heat. $548 per 
month 3625239 before 5  
WANTED 
Chess, go and shogi opponents 
wanted Cal chna at 372-5648 
DAY—BY—DAY 
CALENDERS 
NOW ON SALE!! 
-Pictures of University Activities 
-Listing of Activities 
Get one now at the Bookstore 
or at the Little Shop, in the Union 
\ 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
ACROSS 




15 Toughen up 
16 Lose color 
17 Greek warrior 
18 Dishonest 




24 Readies a rod 
26 Grampus 
27 Juxtapose 
30 Clock part 
36 Emulate Crosby 
36 Banch's 
equipment 
37 Persian native 





42 Army group 
43 San  
44 Forlorn 
46 Pirouetted 
47 Cow's Chaw 
48 Syrian religious 
sect 
50 Art media 
54 Raised up 
58 Church court 
59 Deduce 
61 Last word. In 
England 
62 "And giving 
 . up the 
chimney..." 
63 Unsophisticated 
64 Buck character 
65 Slangy approvals 
66 Water bird 
67 Network of nerves 
DOWN 
1 Campus org 
2 Indian prince 
3 PartofQEO 
4 Primer, for one 
5 Surrender 
6 Lacking pep 
7 Hairdo style 
8 Paleontologist s 
concerns 






12 Or 1 
13 Hooted animal 
21 Placed 
23 Mlsplays        , 
25 Sent 
27 Bitter 
28 Famous English 
admiral 
29 Casey  
31 Elevator man 
32 E T  is one 
33 Push gently 
34 Dickens character. 
Edwin  
36 Shopping spot 
39 Ship's msrklng 
40 HollywocOVIP 
42 Evidence 
43 Immortal actress 
45 Groups of eight 
46 Castle feature 
49 Town officer, In 
Canada 
50 Entreat 
51 Top quality 
52 Standstill 
53 Hidden danger 
55 Story 
56 French state 
57 Scandinavian 
60 Evergreen 
17        14      RRRjb        till      IBll      II       l)      13 
I                                                 I R       R H                                     TT                     ■■>!                23 
~ !r ~                    mx   11                   |H   a   is 
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■ Mil  Hal niiei 
j atMitiMMl Itains «1.00   >< 50 
I p^^h's      FREE DELIVERY 
I    352 51.S6.   ^ 4 PJ«. 6^^7/83 i 
Bagels Cskas Fudge) Choc. Mousse Ch»*>secake Bagali 
JACKS        | 
BAKERY      | 
Buy 2 Cream Cheese 
Cupcakes Get One Free 
on* coupon pax purchase 
1441 E. Wooelar Si. 
Behind Fiadcr't East 
Hour- M-F HO Sal  A Sun. 9-10 
Present this coupon 354-1001 
Expire* 2/19/83 
o  C*K*s Fudg* Choc. Mouss* Ch****c*k* Bug*!* * | 
Rmte needed lor 5 bdrm house Spr. 
Sam. 319 Pile 31 1-267-3341 
WANTED FOB SJ-S4: 
M and/or F, nonsmoking roommates 
for a 4-5 bdrm. 5-6 person, coed 
house Please cal Tom at 364-1375 
or leave name end no.   in 0CM6 
#1326.  
Student to Use Hi. Reese and beard 
lumlahed In return lor housekeep- 
ing end babysitting S3-S4 school 
year. SS4-HH4.  
CARTV Kf£HTAL$ 
HOUSES AND APARTMENTS 
'63-'84  achoot year and summer 
Al raw campus 362-7365 
HU Am Manor Apt* 2 bdrm. Unturn 
$3007up. Great summer rates too. 
10:30-300 Sun thru Thurs Cat 
352-4380. 3-7 Moo thru Fd. 352- 
7361. 
■ta 
be nllul r 
■ded now to ahera 
. apt Only $15 per mo 
plus uW. CaS 3S2-SaS7.  
HELP WANTED 
HEED INDEPENDENT SALES CON- 
TRACTORS TO SELL COUPON 
BOOKS GOOD FOR DISCOUNT RE- 
CORD AND TAPES BONUS PRO- 
GRAM    STARTED     CALL    1-474- 
6011 OR 1-472-3762  
OVERSEAS JOBS-Summer/year 
round. Europe, S. Amor., Austreaa 
Asia Al Fields S500S1200 
monthly Sightseeing Free Info 
Write UC Box 52 OH 3 Corona Del 
Met. CA 92625  
CRLHSE SHtP JOBS! $14-$28.000 
Carribeen.   Hearai.  World   Cal  lor 
Gurde. Directory. Hearsletler  1-916- 
722-1111 Ext Bowing Green 
HOLD SUM PLAN CLASSES 
PART-TIME SALES POSITION 
EXCELLENT COMMISSION AND 
TIIASVANO AVAILABLE S2S-SSH. 
FOR SALE 
WASHER     DRYER    AND    DISH 
WASHER BEST OFFER 352-5933 
S PfCCE WHITE LUOWIQ DRUM SET 
TAMA HARDWARE Q.C. $600 
3522704 
Now renting lor summer Two bed- 
room, turn apt Water, cable l.v. paid 
tor ArC, perking lot. laundry lacatlee 
$400 lor the summer. $260 lor 
shorter term Cal 352-7182. 
LUTHER APARTMENTS 
733MANVILLE 
2 BDRM /$225. 1 BDRM /$200 
352-6167 
Wa neve H en for 13-44 Rentalal 
1. 2. 3. 4 bdrms . In apts   houao. 
duptoxee. Cal us for al your housing 
needs   NewkM Uanegement   336 
S Metl 352-5620 
Available now with cooking prtvaege 
avaasble Close lo campus Cal New- 
leva Menaosmenl 336 S Mam 
352-5620;  
Now Summer Rental!! 
1 or 2 bdrms Many to choose from. 
Cal Nowtove Management   336 S 
Mam 352-5620.  
Rooms for rent with cooking prtv 
avaasble now' Cal reewlove Manege- 
men! al 352 5620 
1 bdrm bath, kitchen, kvmg room, 
water, cable TV included S200/mo 




VOTED B G 5* 1 LANDLORD 
2BORM APTS -1/2 B* 2 BOSU 
SUMMER AND FALL LEASES 
352-4671 and 362-1600. 
Now renbng lor summer across from 
Founders   I  bdrm   turn   $4007par 
person per summer semester, paje 
utl 2 people 352-4131  
•••A»AjrtalB(rT«"" 
I or 2 bdrm. Verloue loceaons 
John Newkrre Reel Estate 
318 E. Woostsr St. 
CaS $54-2260 or 3S2-SSM 
FREE months rent on our futy fur- 
nished studio apsitnierita! Com- 
pester/ quiet and private Plenty of 
storage Ful kitchen and bathroom. 
We write our leases to tit your needs 
Good location  Close to restaurants 
and stores CHARINO CROSS APTS. 
i $17 s. afaas St Ma-ogeo.  
LOW SUMMER RENTALS 
HOUSES AND APARTMENTS 
NEWLOVE    MANAGEMENT    SSJ- 
 SS2I)  
Now renting lor 63-64 school year. 
House* and apartments Bogga Real 
Estate 352-9457. 352-3641, 364- 
1120  
Unique 1 bdrm apt si duplex adja- 
cent to campus turn., avail May 11 
$250 00 mo      plus    lAfStks*     354- 
1763  
1 bdrm living room, kitchen, bath- 
room, water, cabas TV bid. $1 OO'mo 
CM before 12 and after 6 364-1170. 
Large turn 2 and 3 bdrm apts Each 
$280/mo plus utl Lower rata* lor 
summer  266 S Coeage Or Alt 
353-3611  
Now Renting   1 bdrm.. F.-U. apt*; 2 
bdrm F . gaa heel, tenant peyaeasc., 
laundry    fad.    aval.    Al    residents 
granted prrveedge ol a membership lo 
the CHERRYWOOO HEALTH SPA 
Preferred Properties Co   835 High 
St HentalOHtce 352-9378 
CAMPOS MANOR Now renting lor 
Summer and Fal achoot year. 
Spaces' Summer Rate*. 
Ph: 362-9302 or 362-7365 eve*. 
F. S M. students needed to fl apt* 
and houses now 362-7365 
Single room for M. student aero** 
tram   Rogers   siaSatils   now   362- 
7366. 
Now renting tor fal across from 
Founders 2 bdrm . turn $500 per 
person per semester, plus utj 4 
people  352-413 
2 bdrm. turn apt 




2 BORM/$250 352-2276 
New eHicienoea near stadium com- 
plete wan color T V Al utRkes paid! 
$960/semester 1 parson. 
•eOO/eemeater each 2 people 352 
1520 lor appt to see model 
Futy turn. 7 room house on Scott 
tterraaon tor 6 people Renting tor 
1983-1964 and Summer 1963 9 or 
12 mo lease 352-1279.  
1 Bdrm apt low utw 
$190rno no teoee 
deposit required 
1-382-3110 10-6 P.M. 
1 BDRM APT LOW UTS. . t75(MO. 
NO LEASE    DEPOSIT  REQUIRED 
AVAILABLE   IMMEDIATELY'   1-382- 
3110 10-6 pm  
I louaae and apts Close to campus 
for tha 1983-84 ached year 1 267 
3341.  
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 
I    11 IllM... I llllll 1'eaeae.ll.lll III 
.ll'llll..   l.lt-.Hii'ii'.    lliLlli 
l.'.IMIlll    IJIII'l    HCIl'lHUai 
IJI1I4I1IIHH    Mir.ll.'l 
111.ill    Ullll'IHHHII 
nun  uiiunniiu  inII* 
IJI II 1  IIIIIMII    IJIII I 
iiiiHi'inu  umi    inuu 
iiunn   UUMHIl   in mi i 




THE HAIR REPAIR 
Wh*r • Quality Com*f Fint" 
Ph. 352-254* 
Coupon good 2/16 & 2/17 
Oe*«Me«.-Fr|-»:»e.a>.-*:»».».:Set for. J».~ 
